
 

 
 

SCREENS BUYER’S GUIDE 
 

Laptop screens are available indifferent types of backlights in LCD(s) and LED(s). LCD screens come in twotypes of 
backlights 1-CFFL and 2-CCFL. LED screens are most common in newlaptops and available in many different types of 
resolutions, videoconnectors and fitting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Buyinga replacement laptop screen could be a bit difficult if you have not replaced it before. Laptop manufacturers 
areusing different types of screen panelswhen assembling same model of laptop. Therefore,your laptop model could be 
available with more than one type of screens. In order for the screen to work correctly,the replacement screen must 
have same backlight type, data connector,resolution and physical fitting as your faulty screen.  Before ordering a 
replacement screen, makesure listed screen is compatible with your laptop. If you are not sure, send usyour screen part 
number. If you ignorebuyer’s guideline, you could end up buying a wrong screen.   

 
FINDING THE MODEL NUMBER OF YOUR OLD SCREEN 

 
On the back side of the screen you can see one or several labels with numbers. 99% of the screens on the market today 
have manufacturer's code and screen size included in the model number. For example, screen model number 
LTN154AT07 means that the screen is manufactured by Samsung and this screen's diagonal size is 15.4-inch. 
 
Below is a list of screen manufacturers with their abbreviations: 
 
Acer - L 
AU Optronics - B 
Chi Me - N 
Chunghwa - CLAA 
HannStar - HSD 
Hitachi - TX 
IBM ( IDTech) - IT or IA 
LG Philips - LP 
LG Display - LP 
Matsushita - ED 
Mitsubishi - AA 
NEC - NL 
Quanta - QD 
Samsung - LT or LTN 
Sharp - LQ or LM 



 

Sanyo / Torisan - TM or LMJK 
Toshiba - LTM or LTD 
Unipac - UB 
 
 
If you have difficulty determining model number of your old screen please send us an email at 
info@notebookbits.co.ukIt would be helpful if you could attach a picture of the back of the original screen with label s in 
focus and numbers legible. Sometimes it can be difficult to locate the right number or to recognize it. Please submit 
picture of the back of your original screen for our review following these guidelines: 
 
1. Full shot of the back of the screen 
2. Focus on labels or printed numbers 
3. Focus on connectors 
 
A picture of a screen below is good enough to determine what kind of screen this is: 
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